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ABSTRACT
The edge detection is considered as a very significant technique in the field of Computer Vision. The term: ‘edges’ is used to define the boundaries between regions in a particular image, which supports with object segmentation and also in recognition of an object. In this paper authors focus a comparative study of edge detection techniques such as Sobel, Robert, Prewitt and impact of noise on it. The Experiment results find the edges of original image with the help of different type of edge detection technique such as Robert, Sobel and Prewitt and then notice the quality of image with the help of PSNR, SNR, and Correlation Coefficient.

Index Terms
Edge detection, Noise, PSNR, SNR, Correlation Coefficient.

1. INTRODUCTION
Image processing and Computer Vision, edge detection gives the localization of substantial differences of a gray image and the documentation of the geometrical and physical characteristic of substances of the scene. The dissimilarities in the gray image generally contain of discontinuities (step edges), local extreme (line edges) and junctions. Maximum current edge detectors are multi-scale and independent consist of four main processing steps: smoothing, Enhancement Detection and Localization. The main four steps of edge detection are described as follows:

Smoothing: It suppresses as ample noise as possible, without abolishing the true edges.

Enhancement: The use of filter improves the quality of the edges and makes clear object detection (i.e. Sharpening).

Detection: It decides which edge pixels must be rejected as noise and which must be retained (frequently, thresholding offers the standard used for Edge Detection).

Localization: It determines the exact location coordinate of an edge. Edge Thinning and linking operation are required to correctly localize the edge.

2. EDGE DETECTION TECHNIQUE
Edge Detection is a technique of finding and identifying the sharp discontinuities presented in an image. The term discontinuities are defined as sudden changes that are made in pixel intensity which describe the boundaries of substances in a scene. All standard methods of edge detection include the Convolving of the image with an operator, and to get big gradients in the image though returning values of zero in constant regions. Mostly, there are numbers of edge detection operators exists, and each of these operations is designed to be sensitive toward the certain types of edges. The programming structure of the operator is applicable for determining the characteristic direction in which direction it is very sensitive to the obtained edges. The operators are developed to look for vertical, horizontal, and diagonal edges. Edge detection is hard to obtain in noisy images, because the noise and the edges are high frequency content [5].

2.1 Sobel Operator
For processing of an image the Sobel operator is used, particularly this is used within edge detection algorithms. Technically, Sobel operator is known as discrete differentiation operator. It is used to computing an approximation of the gradient of intensity function for image. The result computed with Sobel Operator considering at each point can be the corresponding gradient vector or vector’s norm. It is based on convolving the image by minor, separate, and integer valued filter in vertical and horizontal direction.

[9]. The Sobel Operator combination of a pair of convolution of 3*3 metrics as presented in Figure 2.1. One kernel is simply stated on position and the other rotated by 90°.
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Fig. 2.1 Masks used by Sobel operator

The main objective behind designing these kernels are for responding maximally to edges running in vertical and horizontal direction relative to the pixel grid, there is a single kernel is assigned for each of the two perpendicular orientations. For the input image the kernels can be applied separately one by one, for producing the separate
measurements of the gradient component in various orientations (defined as \( G_x \) and \( G_y \)). It can be joined together to get the estimation of orientation of the gradient. The absolute value of magnitude of the gradient and the magnitude of gradient is given by [5-8]:

\[
\text{Mod } G = (G_x^2 + G_y^2)^{1/2}
\]

Typically, an estimated magnitude of image is computed using:

\[
\text{Mod } G = \text{Mod } G_x + \text{Mod } G_y
\]

Which is much faster to compute? In the below the angle of orientation of edge with object relative to the pixel grid producing values to the spatial gradient.

\[
q = \arctan\left(\frac{G_y}{G_x}\right)
\]

\[\text{Fig. 2.2 Edge Calculated by Sobel Edge Detection Operator}\]

### 2.2 Prewitt’s Operator

Prewitt edge detector operator is identical to the Sobel edge detector operator. Prewitt edge detector operator is used for the detection of horizontal and vertical edges in images [5]. In the below Fig.2.3 it show the Masks for the Prewitt gradient edge detector.
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\[\text{Fig. 2.5 Masks used for Robert operator}\]

These kernels are designed to reply maximal of the edges running on 45° to the pixel grid where one kernel for both the perpendicular orientations. The kernels can be applied distinctly to the image that is to be input, for producing the distinct measurements of the gradient module in each orientation (call these \( G_x \) and \( G_y \)). These can then combined together and calculate the complete magnitude of the gradient on each point with orientation of gradient. The Magnitude of gradient is obtained as follows [5]:

\[
\text{Mod } G = (G_x^2 + G_y^2)^{1/2}
\]

The estimated magnitude can be computed using:

\[
\text{Mod } G = \text{Mod } G_x + \text{Mod } G_y
\]

The angle at location with the edge gives rise to the spatial gradient:

\[
q = \arctan\left(\frac{G_y}{G_x}\right) - \frac{3\pi}{4}
\]

\[\text{Fig. 2.6 Edge Calculated by Robert Operator}\]

### 3. NOISE

Image noises are the variant of brightness in images formed due to problem with sensor in the digital camera. The image noise sometimes also created in the film grain and in the inevitable shot noise of photon detector [4]. Image Noise is usually regarded as an unwanted by-product of image capture. The unwanted fluctuations in image are also known as “noise”. There are several types of noise some important noise are given below:

- Amplifier noise (Also known as Gaussian noise)
- Salt-and-pepper noise
- Shot noise (Also known as Poisson noise)
- Speckle noise

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS

In The below Figure Author take a Rose Image as an Original Image and Find out the Edge of original image one by one with the help of Sobel, Robert, and Prewitt Edge Detection Operator. In the above experiment is simulated by the MATLAB Software. Here Author measure quality of image which is calculated by Sobel, Robert, and Prewitt operator. In Table 1 its show the quality of edge image in the form of SNR.
(signal to noise ratio), PSNR (Peak signal to noise ratio) and Correlation Coefficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Original image</th>
<th>(b) Edge Calculated by Sobel</th>
<th>(c) Edge Calculated by Robert</th>
<th>(d) Edge Calculated by Prewitt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Original image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Edge image Sobel" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Edge image Robert" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Edge image Prewitt" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2.7 Edge Calculated by Sobel, Robert and Prewitt**

**Edge Detection Operator**

In below Table1 show the SNR (signal to noise ratio), PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) of images in the form of Red, Green and Blue Component.

**Table 1: SNR, PSNR, CC comparison between original image and Sobel, Robert, Prewitt edge image with RGB component**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>Correlation Coeff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Original Image</strong></td>
<td><strong>R</strong></td>
<td><strong>G</strong></td>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Edge calculated by <strong>Sobel</strong></td>
<td>6.4014</td>
<td>9.7326</td>
<td>6.9922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Edge calculated by <strong>Robert</strong></td>
<td>6.3227</td>
<td>9.7626</td>
<td>6.9093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Edge calculated by <strong>Prewitt</strong></td>
<td>6.2548</td>
<td>9.7490</td>
<td>6.8426</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above table focus the SNR values of red component between original image and edge image calculated by Sobel operator is higher than other, and SNR values of green component between original image and edge image calculated by Robert operator is higher compare to other. Similarly we see the

**Table 2: SNR, PSNR, CC comparison between original image and Sobel, Robert, Prewitt edge**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>Correlation Coeff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Image and Edge calculated by <strong>Sobel</strong></td>
<td>7.7087</td>
<td>13.4363</td>
<td>0.8786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Image and Edge calculated by <strong>Robert</strong></td>
<td>7.6648</td>
<td>13.3920</td>
<td>0.8866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Image and Edge calculated by <strong>Prewitt</strong></td>
<td>7.6154</td>
<td>13.3429</td>
<td>0.8915</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2 it shows the average SNR and PSNR values or RGB component of images. Finally here we see the SNR values between original image and edge image calculated by Sobel operator is higher than other, similarly PSNR values between Original Image and edge image calculated by Sobel operator is higher compare to other, and Correlation Coefficient between original image and edge image calculated by Prewitt operator is higher than other. In below we see the output Graph of this experiment.

**Output Graph**

The output graph show the experimental result of this experiment which is simulated by MATLAB simulator. In Table 2 it show the SNR between Original image and Sobel, Robert, Prewitt are 7.7087, 7.6648, 7.6154, Similarly PSNR values are 13.4363, 13.3920 and 13.3428. The Correlation Coefficient between them are 0.8786, 0.8866, 0.8915. Coefficient between them is 0.8786, 0.8866, 0.8915.

In the above Graph Green Line show the PSNR values between original image and Edge image calculated by Sobel, Robert, and Prewitt. Similarly Red line Show the SNR values and Black line show the Correlation Coefficient between original image and Edge image calculated by Sobel, Robert, and Prewitt. PSNR stands for peak Signal to noise ratio which forms output in decibels.
It is used for the purpose of quality measurement of the image or define quality ratio between original image and modified image. PSNR values between two images is higher means both image is very near and vice versa. The Correlation Coefficient by two same size images reflects how much similar two image. If the value of correlation coefficient is near to 1 that means both image is very similar. If value is 1 means both image are same.

Table 3: Comparison of quality of images between EIS, EIR and EIP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EIS &amp; EIR</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.39</td>
<td>39.45</td>
<td>45.23</td>
<td>45.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIR &amp; EIP</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19.17</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>17.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIP &amp; EIS</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.34</td>
<td>16.22</td>
<td>16.22</td>
<td>16.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 3, EIS Represent Edge image calculated by Sobel operator, EIR Represent Edge image calculated by Robert operator, and EIP Represent Edge image calculated by Prewitt operator. CC Represent Correlation Coefficient.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper author expression Edge Detection Technique and it show the brief Introduction of the comparative study of Edge detection operator such as Sobel, Robert and Prewitt. In this experiment Author show the Quality of image (Edge Image) which is calculated by Sobel, Robert, Prewitt etc. The experimental Result is shown in the form of Tabular and Graph.

6. FUTURE SCOPE
These days, the Digital Watermarking is a biggest field for research combining edge detection on watermarking process makes it bigger and vast. Ifuture, I would like to extend this research in following way.

- To develop an application who remove the impact of noise of edge of image using different type of filter.
- To use Edge Detection technique in digital image watermarking for the purpose of highly authentication of cover image.
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